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Introduction

● DESC analysis work will be a complex undertaking with 
many sub-components
○ 7 analysis + 3 computing + 2 technical working 

groups, all contributing components to the analysis 
pipelines

○ Several working groups will investigate more than 
one cosmological probe and probes will be 
combined within and across working groups

○ Some components appear in several pipelines



Questions
● How can we best design the analysis pipelines keeping in 

mind that
○ We want to share common elements between them 

rather having each working group invent their own
○ We need to combine already existing code pieces with 

newly developed codes
○ We need to develop an efficient data flow mechanism to 

easily connect different pipeline components from 
different working groups

○ We want to use common workflow infrastructure
● Development of the “One pipeline that rules them all”?



First Example: Clusters

Examples of
● Unique components
● External components
● Shared components

Image Credit: DESC Cluster Working Group 
(Conveners: A. von der Linden, E. Rozo)



Second Example: Weak Lensing

Examples of
● Unique components
● External components
● Shared components

Image Credit: DESC WL Working Group (Conveners: M. Schneider, J. Zuntz)



Second Example: Weak Lensing

Image Credit: DESC WL Working Group (Conveners: M. Schneider, J. Zuntz)



Third Example: TJP

Image Credit: DESC TJP Working Group (Conveners: J. Blazek, E. Krause)



Fourth Example: Simulations



The Uber Pipeline 

“To start press any key,” 
Where’s the “any” key?

The cosmologist’s 
dream:
The butler will 
assist to carry out 
the super tasks so 
that we in the end 
as users only have 
to press “any key” 
to start the 
workflow engine 
and the outcome 
will be w=-1 . 



● Some of the new Butler functionality looks useful:
○ Formatter abstraction: can defer choice of HDF vs 

FITS
● Database storage and Composite objects:

○ WL group identified the need to associate and 
access metadata for their data products

● Automatic handling of multiple site inputs and outputs:
○ Data inputs to a processing node may come from 

multiple nodes in the same pipeline or from external 
sources, e.g., Cluster workflow

Can DESC make use of DM Workflow tools?

https://project.lsst.org/meetings/lsst2017/session/update-butler-camera-mapping-supertask


Possible downsides to using the Butler:
● DataId (tract, patch, filter, visit) concept may be too DM-specific.  DESC 

pipelines will use and produce a variety of data products: source/object 
catalogs, calibrated images, 2-pt correlation functions, covariance 
matrices, CosmoSims catalogs, photo-z data, SL and SN light curves, etc.

● Technical overhead:
○ Mapper subclasses needed.  Unclear what the “camera” would be.
○ Separate Formatters for each type of “dataset”?
○ …

● DM schedule for releasing needed features may not match DESC’s near 
term needs for DC2, etc.

DESC use of DM workflow tools?



● Requires Butler
● DM Level 1 & 2 abstract DAGs seem fairly linear 

whereas DESC pipelines have a lot more structure with 
multiple inputs and outputs between processing nodes.

● Pegasus may already serve DESC needs.

DESC use of SuperTask?


